CITY

OF

TACOMA

Planning & Development Services Department
747 Market St, Rm 345 | Tacoma, WA 98402

PUBLIC
NOTICE

Applicant:

Steve Zamberlin, National Sign Corporation
1255 Westlake Avenue North
Seattle, WA 98109

Location:

2611 East E Street, Parcel No. 2076240011

Application No.: LU18-0058
Variance application for the Best Western Hotel to
replace (2) corporate logo wall signs above 35 feet
in height. The zoning code allows for (1) such sign
within the site's "DMU" Downtown Mixed-Use
Zoning District designation, for which a sign permit
has already been issued for that (1) permitted sign
to be replaced. If approved, this application would
allow for a total of (3) corporate logo wall signs
above 35 feet in height.

Proposal:

Comments Due: 07/11/2018, by 5:00pm
Staff Contact:

Date of Notification:

06/27/2018

Application Received: 02/16/2018
Application Complete: 06/12/2018

For further information regarding the proposal, log on to the website at
tacomapermits.org and select "Public Notices". The case file may be viewed in
Planning and Development Services, 747 Market Street, Rm 345.

Documents to Evaluate the Proposal: City of Tacoma Comprehensive Plan,
Tacoma Municipal Code
Studies Requested: N/A
Other Required Permits: Building Permit
Applicable Regulations of the Tacoma Municipal Code: TMC Chapters
13.05, 13.06, and 13.12.

A final decision on the proposal will be made following the comment period. A summary
of the final decision will be sent to those parties who receive this notice. A complete
copy of the final decision will be mailed to those parties who request a copy or to those
who have commented on the project. Appeal provisions will be included with both the
summary and the complete copy of the final decision.

Shanta Frantz, Senior Planner, 747 Market St, Room 345, (253) 591-5388, sfrantz@cityoftacoma.org

Environmental Review: Per SEPA, WAC 197-11-800 and TMC Chapter 13.12, the Environmental Official has reviewed this project and determined
the project is exempt from SEPA provisions.

To request this information in an alternative format, please contact Planning and Development Services by phone
at (voice) 253-591-5030. TTY or STS users please dial 711 to connect to Washington Relay Services
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Response to Applicable Variance Criteria
BEST WESTERN TACOMA DOME – LEVEL 2 SIGN VARIANCE NARRATIVE
– GREATER THAN 25% INCREASE IN OVERALL HEIGHT FOR WALL SIGNS

Sign #2 (west building elevation) and Sign #3 (north elevation) are both proposed to replace existing
signs at the same locations. Sign #2 is located on the south building elevation sign band facade at a
height that exceeds 25% of the 35’-0” overall sign height, approximately 70’-0”. Sign #3 is located on
the north building elevation tower fascia that exceeds 25% of the 35’-0” overall sign height,
approximately 60’-0”. There are two other signs on the property, Sign #1 (south building elevation) wall
sign and Sign #4 pole sign that have also recently been permitted and are included for the total sign
replacement of the existing exterior signage at the site per the Best Western Plus branding change.

13.06.645 Variances
(2) Level 2 Sign Variances: Any sign variance request beyond 25 percent of the permitted sign size or height and
any request for relief from sign setback, separation, location, or other sign standard not identified above. Such
requests shall be reviewed against the criteria outlined in Sections 13.06.645.B.1.b and 13.06.645.B.5.b.
B. Specified variances.
b. Criteria. The Director may, in specific cases, authorize a variance to the development regulations, subject to the
criteria set forth below. In granting a variance, the Director or Hearing Examiner may attach thereto such conditions
regarding the location, character and other features of the proposed structure as may be deemed necessary to ensure
consistency with the intent of the Code and Comprehensive Plan and to ensure that the use of the site will be as
compatible as practicable with the existing development on the site and surrounding uses. In instances in which a
variance to building height is approved, no occupiable space above the district height limit shall be added.
(1) The restrictive effect of the specific zoning regulation construed literally as to the specific property is
unreasonable due to unique conditions relating to the specific property, and which do not result from the actions of
the applicant, such as: parcel size; parcel shape; topography; location; documentation of a public action, such as a
street widening; proximity to a critical area; location of an easement; or character of surrounding uses.
(2) The requested variance does not go beyond the minimum necessary to afford relief from the specific hardship
affecting the site.
(3) The grant of the variance would allow a reasonable use of the property and/or allow a more environmentally
sensitive site and structure design to be achieved than would otherwise be permitted by strict application of the
regulation, but would not constitute a grant of special privilege not enjoyed by other properties in the area.
(4) The grant of the variance will not be materially detrimental or contrary to the Comprehensive Plan and will not
adversely affect the character of the neighborhood and the rights of neighboring property owners.
(5) The grant of the variance will not cause a substantial detrimental effect to the public interest.
(6) Standardized corporate design and/or increased development costs are not cause for variance.

(1) The restrictive effect of the specific zoning regulation construed literally as to the specific
property is unreasonable due to unique conditions relating to the specific property, and which do
not result from the actions of the applicant, such as: parcel size; parcel shape; topography;
location; documentation of a public action, such as a street widening; proximity to a critical area;
location of an easement; or character of surrounding uses. The two wall signs proposed are
simply replacing existing signs on the same sign bands of the respective building elevations.
These locations are the natural placement for signage to correctly integrate with the
architectural features of the building elevations. The sign locations are consistent with the
original permit and variance approvals when the hotel was first developed and thus does not
result in any actions from the applicant.

(2) The requested variance does not go beyond the minimum necessary to afford relief from the
specific hardship affecting the site. Again the proposed signs are located at the same location as
the existing signs so there is no change to the current impact. Furthermore the option of
installing the new replacement signs at the 25% height position of 43’-9” (35’-0” + 25%) is not
possible due to the architectural design of the hotel property with guest rooms and windows on
both building facades at that height level. The signs must be located on the upper natural sign
bands.

(3) The grant of the variance would allow a reasonable use of the property and/or allow a more
environmentally sensitive site and structure design to be achieved than would otherwise be
permitted by strict application of the regulation, but would not constitute a grant of special
privilege not enjoyed by other properties in the area. The sign locations are necessary for proper
identification of the site from the surrounding streets and freeway and off-ramp lanes. The
signage proposed is reasonable for the large size of the property and is consistent with other
large hotel properties in the immediate area, the I-5 freeway corridor and in Downtown Tacoma.

(4) The grant of the variance will not be materially detrimental or contrary to the Comprehensive
Plan and will not adversely affect the character of the neighborhood and the rights of
neighboring property owners. The hotel is adjacent to the Tacoma Dome property and was built
at the same time as a main hotel property for attendees of events so the hotel property and
signage have complemented the surrounding site and Tacoma Dome vicinity since the original
opening in 1983. The hotel property is an integral part of the local destination business
neighborhood and surrounding properties. There is no change of impact to the area as the
proposed signs are located at the same locations as existing signs being replaced.

(5) The grant of the variance will not cause a substantial detrimental effect to the public interest.
The proposed signs are necessary to properly identify the site which reduces traffic congestion
for motorists and for guests by making it easier to locate the site. This is a positive effect on
public interest and also the neighboring properties and site vicinity.

(6) Standardized corporate design and/or increased development costs are not cause for variance.
The current signage changes are requested as Best Western Plus is modifying all of the
marketing and branding at the site. The signage changes are simply an update for consistency
of the site branding and it utilizes the same design of individual channel letters for the name of
the hotel property and separate signs for the logo portions of the displays. All major hotel
properties slightly change or modify their site branding and signage at normal intervals and
business cycles. The proposed variance for the two signs is due to the placement per the code to
be located at only 25% beyond the height limitation, which is not an option for this specific site
due to the architectural issues for positioning the signs at the lower heights.

5. Variance to sign regulations.
b. Criteria. The Director may approve a sign variance for one or more of the following reasons:
(1) The proposed signage indicates an exceptional effort to create visual harmony between the signs, structures, and
other features of the property through the use of a consistent design theme, including, but not limited to, size,
materials, color, lettering, and location.
(2) The proposed signage will preserve a desirable existing design or siting pattern for signs in an area, including,
but not limited to, size, materials, color, lettering, and location.
(3) The proposed signage will minimize view obstruction or preserve views of historically or architecturally
significant structures.
(4) In a shopping center or mixed-use center, the proposed sign plan provides an integrated sign program consistent
with the overall plan for the center.
(5) In a shopping center or mixed-use center, the variance is warranted because of the physical characteristics of the
center or site, such as size, shape, or topography, or because of the location of signs in existence on the date of
passage of this section.

(1) The proposed signage creates visual harmony between the signs, structures, and other features
of the property through the use of a consistent design theme, including, but not limited to size,
materials, color, lettering, and location. The two wall signs proposed incorporate the Best
Western Plus sign design which includes the “BW logo” and individual sign copy lettering “Best
Western Plus Tacoma Dome” per the cranberry red, grey and brown corporate colors. All of the
new signage was designed as a consistent branding and architectural program to enhance the
visual quality of the property. The fabrication type and materials of all signage is consistent with
the current marketing and branding of the site and business. The colors of the sign copy contrast
well from the sign background for proper legibility and the color schemes are consistent with the
colors of the site and buildings on the property. These two wall signs proposed are
complemented by the Sign #1 south building sign and the Sign #4 pole sign which also
incorporate the Best Western Plus sign design. All of these signs replace existing Best Western
signs at the same locations on each respective building elevation so there is no change to the
overall impact of signage on the property.

(2) The proposed signage will preserve a desirable existing design or stiting pattern for signs in an
area, including, but not limited to size, materials, color, lettering, and location. The two wall
signs proposed are located on the natural sign bands of the building elevations. These locations
are necessary for proper identification of the site from the surrounding streets and freeway and
off-ramp lanes. The two proposed wall signs are actually smaller in size with Sign #2 reduced
from 199.5 sq.ft. to 90 sq.ft. and Sign #3 reduced from 177.44 sq.ft. to 89.5 sq.ft. The large size
of the site hotel building requires the proposed signs for visibility from each direction viewing the
property. The signage proposed is similar and consistent with other large hotel properties in the
immediate area, the I-5 freeway corridor and in Downtown Tacoma. All of the new signs help to
create a strong unified visual presence on this large property and are consistent with the current
features at the site.

(3) The proposed signage will minimize view obstruction or preserve views of historically or
architrally significant structures. The two proposed wall signs again replace existing signs at the
same location and the new signs are actually reduced in size so there is not any change of impact
to any existing and current views. The hotel is adjacent to the Tacoma Dome property and was
built at the same time as a main hotel property for attendees of events so the hotel property and
signage have complemented the surrounding site and Tacoma Dome vicinity since the original
opening in 1983. The site lines do not interfere with any other properties.

(4) The location of the proposal is in a shopping center or mixed-use center, the proposed sign plan
provides an integrated sign program consistent with the overall plan for the center. The hotel
property is adjacent to the Tacoma Dome and also the LeMay Car Museum, Freighthouse
Square, the Transit Center and Light Rail link, and many other destination business properties.
The proposed signs are consistent with hotel property signage and necessary due to the very
large size of the site.

(5) The location of the proposal is in a shopping center or mixed-use center, the variance is
warranted because of the physical characteristics of the center, such as size, shape, or
topographic, or because of the location of existing signs. Again, the signs are replacement signs
and the new design and placements of all the signs provide the necessary scale at the site to
properly identify this large property. The signage is necessary to reduce traffic congestion for
motorists and for guests to easily locate the site which also has a positive effect on the
neighboring properties.

